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Red Scare Is “Red Herring” Across the Trail of Unemployment
*

Declares Senator Wheeler
Rebuking Police Brutalities

Times Have Changed
Dïawn for LABOR by John M. Baer

.
j||i

LaFollette Says Industrialists are Cutting Wages and
Laying Off Men Contrary to Promises Made to Hoov er. Wagner Says Construction Contracts Decrease
and Jobless Figures Faked. By HERBERT LITTLE
United Press Staff Correspondent.
Special to Producers News.
Washington, March 3 UP—Sen. B. K. AVheeler of
Montana, speaking before the United States Senate this
afternoon in reference to the serious unemployment situ
ation threatening the industrial foundations of the nation !
and forerunning one of the worst economic depressions
u the history of the country, denounced the brutal i
P0’“* ^Pressi°n of unemployment
demonstrations
in l>ew Y ork and other places, and ridiculed
Matthew Woll’s “Red scare” statement that the Russlans had sent $1,250,000to the Communists of Am- :
1
erica to foment trouble, and
asserted the “red scare • »
stuff was for the purpose of

FARM MARKETING
MEETINGS AT LAKE
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j At the present time farmers 1
trouble in America was j throughout the northwest states !
caused by lack of work and are particularly interested in the :
i operation of the Federal Farm |
not by agitators.
i Board and their grain marketing i

\
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Those Who Live on Labor of Others Finally Prove to
Farmers How Futile It Is to Expect That Capitalist
Government Will Ever Help Producers. Big Business
Behind Speculators Force Secretary of Agriculture to
Issue Edict Which Hamstrings Farm Board Even If It
Ever Intended to Help Grain Growers.
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PLAINLY SHOWS WHO’S IN
CONTROL AT WASHINGTON

L

Washington, D. C.—The Federal Farm Board has ap
parently knuckled down to the grain gamblers.
As your correspondent pointed out in other dispatches,
strong pressure has been brought to bear on the farm
board by the United States Chamber of Commerce to quit
monkeying with co-operatives and give the “honest'’
business man a chance to make a living.
* American capitalism has
been strongly behind the
grain gamblers, represented
the Chamber of Com-

FOUNDER OF
DAGMAR COLONY ^ in their effort8 to
DIED SUNDAY prevent. .the farn? bo,rd

from giving actual assist
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Laying Off M*en.
time Mr. Paul Carpenter, Agricul- ■
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(Continued on pag-e Bight)
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her father thru the illness that
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Lu*LT»»eec'txr A Smith it many concerns are cutting their ! explain in detail the progress that' bj
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Huge New York Dem
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wages, and that the number of j the Farm Board has made in the' !
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workers without jobs is increas- j creation
of various marketing
departure.
■ Hoover could not create era- ing, La Follette said. He charged | agencies, als» the steps that a i
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for unemployment organized by
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characterized them as order; y.
Binai is why we have a naval
the Price Outlook for various ag- that has taken place along Main small business men when they, counters in the chains at small Danes who homesteaded that area.
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ricultural commodities dealing not street in the past decade.
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Unemployment demonstratio n s
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